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PARIS: Former Australian finance minister
Mathias Cormann became head of the influential
Organization for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD) yesterday, kicking off the
job with a pledge to keep the global body focused
on the fight against climate change. Cormann,
whose nomination in March was celebrated as a
diplomatic triumph in Australia, served as finance
minister for seven years unti l  late 2020 in
rightwing governments.

But his campaign for the position faced fierce
resistance from top environmental groups who crit-
icized his record in successive climate-sceptic
Australian cabinets, notably under former prime
minister Tony Abbott. Cormann told reporters at his
first news conference in the role that “we need to
continue of course to promote global leadership to
tackle climate change and achieve global net zero
emissions by 2050”.

He singled out the OECD’s International Program
for Action on Climate, a new tool to evaluate mem-
bers’ efforts to reduce emissions, as a key part of
the organization’s contributions. Cormann promised
that the program would share its key findings in
time for the UN’s COP 26 climate conference in
Glasgow, Scotland, in November. “We have got to
explore every opportunity to maximize our emis-

sion reductions efforts,” he said.

Global tax 
The 50-year-old conservative took over as sec-

retary general from longstanding chief Angel
Gurria, a vocal defender of action to confront the
global climate crisis during his 15 years at the helm.
The OECD counts 38 states as members and acts as
a sort of global think-tank on economic and policy
questions, producing reports and recommendations
that are influential in national capitals.

It also serves as a forum to discuss policy and
has recently spearheaded talks on a new global plan
to tax multinational tech groups that has become a
tense issue between European countries and the
United States. “We need a tax deal as soon as pos-
sible,” Cormann told Le Figaro newspaper in France
last month.

When asked yesterday about the chances of a
deal by year-end, he acknowledged that “some
work still needs to be done” but that “we are in a
much better position than we were towards the end
of last year”. Spearheaded by US President Joe
Biden, the proposal for a 15-percent minimum tax
rate is to be discussed and approved by finance
ministers from the Group of Seven wealthy nations
at a meeting on London on Friday.

‘Fair and equitable’ 
Cormann called on participants in the tax talks to

remember that governments needed to raise rev-
enue, and multinationals had to pay their share in a
“fair and equitable” way. The head of the OECD is
often invited to major international meetings along-
side the heads of other multilateral institutions such
as the United Nations or the World Bank.

In March, Australian Prime Minister Scott
Morrison called Cormann’s nomination “the most
senior appointment of an Australian candidate to an
international body for decades”. He grew up in the
small town of Raeren in eastern Belgium and speaks
in strong German-accented English, which has seen
him likened to “Terminator” star Arnold
Schwarzenegger in his adopted homeland.

While campaigning for the OECD position, he
emphasized his multilingual background - he speaks
four languages - as well as his experience in Asia
which was decisive in landing him the job. “You can
count on me to give it my absolute best as we work
towards a better future, together,” Cormann said at
a handover ceremony at the Paris headquarters of
the organisation, according to a statement.

More than two dozen environmental groups said
Cormann shouldn’t have been considered for the
role, citing former statements on climate change.

They pointed out that he helped campaign against a
carbon pricing system designed to curb emissions
in Australia’s carbon-intensive economy, and was a
senior member of the government that repealed the
scheme in 2014. Greenpeace expressed “deep dis-
may and anger” at the time of his appointment while
the head of E3G campaign group Nick Mabey said
it sent a “dangerous signal”. — AFP  

PARIS: Former Australian Finance Minister Mathias
Cormann speaks during a handover ceremony during
which he took on the role of Secretary-General of the
Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development
(OECD) at the OECD headquarters yesterday.  — AFP 
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New OECD chief: 
Powerbroker facing 
climate questions
SYDNEY: The new head of the OECD is an
Australian former minister born in Belgium
known as a formidable backstage operator but
also shadowed by a controversial record on cli-
mate change. Australia’s longest-serving
finance minister, 50-year-old Mathias Cormann
was appointed head of the Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development in
March and took over yesterday. 

He is the first person from the Asia-Pacific
region to take the helm of the Paris-based, 38-
nation organization, and takes the role after one
of the worst global recessions on record due to
the coronavirus pandemic. But it is his climate
record that grabbed headlines ahead of his
appointment, with environmentalists slamming
Cormann as the wrong choice for a job which
will require putting the fight against global
warming at the forefront of economic planning.

More than two dozen environmental groups
said Cormann shouldn’t have been considered
for the role, citing former statements they said
opposed climate change. But Cormann has
defended his climate record, saying that “action
on climate change to be effective, requires an
ambitious, globally coordinated approach”.

According to the OECD, his priorities
include promoting “global leadership on ambi-
tious and effective action on climate change to
achieve global net-zero emissions by 2050”. As
well as seeking to strengthen the global econo-
my post-pandemic, Cormann also inherits from
his Mexican predecessor Angel Gurria the
mammoth task of finalizing multilateral
approach to digital taxation in a dispute that
divided the US and Europe.

Canberra powerbroker 
A powerbroker in the ruling center-right

Liberal party and a qualified pilot, Cormann
quit parliament late last year to seek the top
job. He emerged as a surprise frontrunner, and
beat out fellow top contender, Sweden’s Cecilia
Malmstrom, a former EU trade commissioner.
Another eight candidates were whittled out of
contention.

The OECD works to boost economic
growth and world trade, and its 38 member
nations account for 60 percent of global eco-
nomic output. Cormann said climate change
was among the group’s key challenges when he
announced his candidacy last year, along with
education, skills and “narrowing differences on
taxation policy”. He helped campaign against a
carbon pricing system designed to curb emis-
sions in Australia’s carbon-intensive economy,
and was a senior member of the government
that repealed the scheme in 2014. Cormann
focused his pitch for the role on the perspective
he would bring to the OECD after having
“shared my life in equal measure between
Europe and the Asia-Pacific”.

Jet diplomacy 
Born and raised in the eastern German-

speaking part of Belgian, Cormann speaks
German, French and Flemish as well as English.
He studied law in Belgium before migrating to
Australia in the 1990s and working his way up
the ranks of the Liberal party. Despite spending
more than a decade in parliament - and serving
as finance minister for a record seven years -
he is not well-known to the Australian public.

But he was an influential party operator, and
was instrumental in the elevation of Prime Minister
Scott Morrison by helping oust the country’s pre-
vious leader. Morrison told the National Press
Club in early February he nominated Cormann in
part because “cooperation between like-minded
liberal democracies... has never been more impor-
tant than it is today”. — AFP  

US subsidiary 
of meatpacking
giant JBS hit 
by cyberattack
WASHINGTON: The American sub-
sidiary of the world’s largest meat
processing companies said Monday it
had been hacked, paralyzing some of
its operations and impacting thou-
sands of workers in Australia. The
intrusion was detected Sunday, forc-
ing one of the leading producers of
beef and pork in the United States to
suspend affected systems, and call in
its IT staff and third-party experts to
deal with the breach.

“JBS USA determined that it was
the target of an organized cybersecu-
rity attack, affecting some of the
servers supporting its North
American and Australian IT systems,”
the unit said in a statement. The hack
comes less than a month after a major
cyberattack shut down the Colonial
Pipeline network, which transports
about 45 percent of fuel consumed on
the east coast of the United States.

Brazil-based JBS is a sprawling
meat supplier with operations in the
United States, Australia, Canada,

Europe, Mexico, New Zealand and
Britain. The company’s Australian
facilities were said to have been par-
alyzed by the attack, with up to
10,000 meat workers being sent
home without pay, according to a
union representative.

“It’s affecting JBS processing facil-
ities around (Australia),” AMIEU
Queensland branch secretary Matt
Journeaux told AFP. “They have stood
down workers across JBS operations.”
Journeaux said there was no word yet
from the company on when opera-
tions will resume.

JBS Foods is one of Australia’s
largest meat and food processing
companies and plays a key role in
the country’s agriculture sector,
making $2.4 billion in livestock pur-
chases each year. In a statement to
AFP, Australian Agriculture Minister
David Litt leproud said he was
“aware of reports” of the attack but
declined to comment “until further
details are available.”

JBS USA said it was “not aware of
any evidence at this time that any
customer, supplier or employee data
has been compromised or misused,”
but the attack may cause delays for
customers and suppliers. It said its
backup servers were not affected.

Cybersecurity vulnerabilities 
Colonial’s multi-day shutdown in

May sparked panic buying in some
eastern states, and ended when the
company paid $4.4 million in ransom
to the hackers. The demonstrated
online vulnerabilities of US pipelines
led the federal government last week
to impose cybersecurity require-
ments on petroleum pipelines for the
first time.

The new rules, imposed by the
Department of Homeland Security,
require pipeline operators to desig-
nate a cybersecurity coordinator who
must be available at all times, and

report confirmed incidences to the
agency’s Cybersecurity and
Infrastructure Security Agency.
Pipeline owners will also be required
to review their procedures and identi-
fy cybersecurity gaps and ways to fix
them, with the results reported to the
department within 30 days. “The
cybersecurity landscape is constantly
evolving and we must adapt to
address new and emerging threats,”
Homeland Security Secretary
Alejandro Mayorkas said in a state-
ment Thursday. — AFP  

DINMORE, Australia: The northern Australian offices of JBS Foods is seen during
sunset west of Brisbane yesterday after the US subsidiary of the world’s largest
meat processing companies said it had been hacked. — AFP 

Italy’s first 
quarter growth 
revised upwards 
ROME: Italy’s economy grew by
more than previously estimated in
the first quarter, official data showed
yesterday, amid growing optimism
about the country’s recovery. Gross
domestic product (GDP) was up by
0.1 percent compared with the pre-
vious quarter, national statistics
office Istat said in a statement. The
Rome-based agency corrected its
previous estimate, issued in late
April, of a quarter-on-quarter con-
traction of 0.4 per cent.

Year-on-year, however, GDP was
sti l l  down by 0.8 percent.
Agriculture and industry contributed
to the economic recovery in the first
quarter, with quarterly growth of 3.9

percent and 1.8 percent, respectively.
Istat also said that employment in
Apri l  rose by 0.1 percent from
March, with 22.34 million people
reported to be in work.

However, the labor market is still
depressed compared to pre-pandem-
ic levels - in February 2020, employ-
ment figures were higher by 800,000.
Italy is emerging from its worst reces-
sion since World War II. Last year,
GDP plunged by 8.9 percent, one of
the most severe slumps in Europe.
However, things have recently started
to look up, with falling COVID death
tolls, progress with vaccinations and
gradual reopenings of the economy. 

Yesterday marked the first day in
months in which cafes and restaurants
were allowed to serve customers
indoors and sport stadiums reopened
to the public. “Italy is strong, alive and
is yearning to restart. The pandemic
months have been very tough, for
workers and businesses,” Prime
Minister Mario Draghi said during a

visit in the northern Emilia Romagna
region.

“But thanks to sacrifices made by
Italians and the strong acceleration of
the vaccination campaign, we are fac-
ing a new phase,” he added. Italy is

pinning much of its longer-term
recovery hopes on a 222.1-billion-
euro ($271-billion) investment plan
mostly funded by European Union
loans and grants, covering the 2021-
2026 period. — AFP 

ROME: Tourists visit the Foro Traiano yesterday. — AFP 

Russian 
lawmakers pass 
bill to make web
giants go local
MOSCOW: Russian lawmakers yes-
terday backed a bill that would force
foreign internet companies to set up
local offices or face harsh penalties,
including an outright ban. The bill was
passed on the first of its three required
readings, parliament’s lower house said
in a statement. The legislation concerns
online companies whose daily users in
Russia tops 500,000. Failure to com-
ply will result in penalties, including a
ban on advertising their services, a ban
on collecting payments, or partial or
full blockage in the country.

Russia has in recent months
stepped up efforts to impose more
control on online platforms, including

Facebook, Twitter and YouTube, with
President Vladimir Putin saying large
tech companies have become so influ-
ential they are “competing” with sov-
ereign states. The country holds par-
liamentary elections in September.

Restrictive measures have raised
concerns among Kremlin critics, who
fear the clampdown is aimed at
silencing opposition voices. In
January, Russian authorities accused
foreign social media platforms of
interfering in the country’s domestic
affairs by not deleting calls to protest
in support of jailed opposition leader
Alexei Navalny.

The state telecommunications
watchdog in March slowed down the
speed at which Twitter operates - a
process known as throttling. It accused
the microblogging site of failing to
remove content related to child
pornography, drug use and calls for
minors to commit suicide. Twitter said
at the time it was “deeply concerned by
increased attempts to block and throt-
tle online public conversation”. —AFP  

DAKAR: Rising exports of fishmeal
and fish oil from West Africa to
Europe and Asia are depriving mil-
lions of Africans of food, Greenpeace
said yesterday. In a report, the envi-
ronmental group said that over half a
million tons of fish used to produce
fishmeal and fish oil in the poor
region could feed some 33 million
people instead. 

Fishmeal is made in factories
dotted along the West African
coast, and is predominantly sold as
feed for fish farms in the developed
world. Fish oil serves a similar pur-
pose. Much of West Africa’s fishing
grounds are already overexploited
and illegal fishing is a persistent
problem. Greenpeace said West
Africa’s trade in fishmeal and fish

oil had grown tenfold between
2010 and 2019 - from about
13,000 tons to over 170,000 tons.
Most fish oil and meal is exported
to Europe and Asia.

The report cited “severe conse-
quences for local populations”,
explaining that the industry under-
mined food security across
Mauritania, Senegal, The Gambia,
Mali and Burkina Faso. The main
species used in the industry are small
fish such as sardinella and bonga,
which Greenpeace said constitute a
vital source of animal protein for
many in the region. The group rec-
ommended that governments phase
out fish oil and meal production from
fish fit for human consumption,
among other measures. — AFP  

W African fishmeal exports
‘undermine food security’


